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The training was conducted with the terracotta craftspeople of Gundiyali Village, Mandvi Taluka,
Kutch. The purpose of this program was to integrate craft and design to create innovative set
of terracotta products in collaboration with the craftspeople. And to link these products as well
as the craftspeople to the Interior Architecture sector and in turn help them in their livelihood
in a longer run. An exposure program was also conducted to connect Gundiyali terracotta
craftspeople to architects, interior designers and trade members.
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During the Develop stage, the program was formulated based on the research in the hand and
having identified the needs of the terracotta craft of Gundiyali. The exact requirements and the
interventions that go into the delivering the craft training program were defined at this stage.
The methodologies to be explored and also how to go about conducting and supervising the
innovation program were finalized.
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To formulate the Craft Innovation Training Program, based on the research in hand and having
identified the needs of any particular building craft. This stage talks about defining the exact
requirements and interventions that go into delivering any craft training program. The primary
objective of this stage is to achieve a concrete structure for the program.
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Terracotta Craft of Gundiyali

The IDE2AS Model

Craft Products

Craft Process

Resource Development

The model is the one that forms the base of any training program. It has been formulated after much
insight that has been gained through the workshops and other activities conducted by DICRC, over
a period of years.
The main objective of this section is to discuss the core stages to be followed in order to deliver a
successful training program based on the DICRC methodology. The model is divided into various
stages and can be followed as is or modified in order to adapt to ones’ needs, objectives and
resources. All the stages of the model are interlinked and influence each other.
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Gundiyali is a village in Mandvi Taluka in Kutch District of Gujarat State, India. It is located 60 KM
towards South from District head quarters Bhuj, 6 KM from Rural Mandvi and is located close
to the Arabian Sea. Mandvi was once a major port of the region and has a 400 year old ship
building industry, which was practiced by the Kharva community that still builds small wooden
ships. The proximity of Gundiyali to the shore and a major trade route enabled export of the clay
products in earlier times.
The potters in Gundiyali belong to the Brar Muslim Community and are believed to be direct
descendents of Mohammad Paigamber’s foster mother who have migrated from Arab countries
to Sindh and further to Kutch. There are about 72 Muslim potter families in all, of which 25
families are engaged in the craft at presently in the town of Gundiyali. Every artisan in the family
practices the craft independently. The kumbhars of Gundiyali mostly use two kinds of available
soils dariya ni mati -khari mati and talav ni mati -mithi mati. Khaari mati is mostly used by the
craftsmen, sometimes mixed with Mithi mati in 10:1 ratio to get stronger products. They use the
basic tool, a chakda (wheel) and the skill of their hands to create various products from smaller
scale like toys to larger ones like pots. The Jain community of Gujarat is seen as the potential
clientele by the craftsmen of this region.
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Identify
To identify current scenarios and needs in the context of craft. This will have to be done, mainly by
primary and secondary research to understand the craft and craft practice in depth and through
various other investigative methods.
Develop
To formulate the Program, based on the research in hand and having identified the needs of any
particular building craft. This stage talks about defining the exact requirements and interventions
that go into delivering any craft training program.
Deliver
To understand the various ways in which a given Craft Innovation Training Program will be
executed. It discusses, what are the methodologies that can be explored and also how to go about
conducting and supervising a particular innovation program.
Assess
To harness the learnings of the entire program conducted through observations & feedback and
make sure that they are utilized during the next Craft Innovation Training Program.

For more information visit: http://gundiyalicrafts.com/

Various resource materials were collected, prepared, categorized and disseminamted to
the craftspeople to create awareness about the existance of clay as a material craft in other
contexts and situations. Research plates were prepared on the use of clay as a building
material to expose the craftspeople to space making crafts.
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The Craft Innovation Training Program was conducted as part of the Education and Training
activities of Design Innovation and Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT University, Ahmedabad.
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Craft Design Innovation
Innovation can be viewed as the application of better solutions that
meet new requirements, in-articulated needs, or existing market needs.
A definition consistent with these aspects would be the following: “An
innovation is something original, new, and important in whatever field that
breaks in to a market or society”.
Craft Design Innovation was done through collaboration between terracotta
craftspeople from Gundiyali Village and designers from DICRC, CEPT
University, Ahmedabad . The Craft Design Innovation resulted in new set
of terracotta products in the field of Architecture and Interior Architecture.
The two new terracotta products are known as Aadh and Tarkash.

Aadh - a partition system
Aadh is a modular partition system that can be used as an interior
architecture element. Aadh was co created by artisan Siddiq Yakub
Kumbhar of Gundiyali village and designer Priyanka Shah from DICRC,
CEPT University.

Exposure Session
Tarkash - a cladding system
Tarkash is a modular cladding system that can be used for surface treatment
in buildings. Tarkash means a vessel that contains all the wisdom, learning
and abilities for a particular craft. The cladding system was developed by
artisans Abdulla Daud Kumbhar and Ikbal Abdulla Kumbhar of Gundiyali
village in collaboration with designer Aarohee Nagecha from DICRC, CEPT
University as part of Craft Design Innovation process.
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An exposure program was conducted for all the 25 terracotta artisans of
Gundiyali on the last two days of the Craft Innovation Training Program.
The artisans were exposed to the fields of design, marketing, craft
techniques and e-commerce by experts Rishav Jain, Nisha Vikram, Snehal
Kashikar and Chirag Jobanputra. Various site visits to design studios and
retail outlets like Clay club, Craftroots and Fab India were organised as a
part of the exposure.

The design was conceptualized with the use of the basic form of utensil
made by the artisans, a tavadi. Modules of diameters 24cms, 20cms, and
15cms derived from the form of a tavadi were made on the wheel. Semidried modules were cut into halves and allowed to dry completely. Gheru,
a red colour was applied onto the modules and they were fired. The fired
modules were arranged in various patterns. The installation was carried out
through a wet construction system with the use of reinforcement bars and
cement mixture. Tarkash was installed on a wall at the artisan’s house.
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Cylindrical forms were explored to create the two types of clay modules.
The modules were enhanced with painted patterns in red, black and white
that are unique to the terracotta craft of Gundiyali. The use of a peg board
to fix the modules allows for design flexibility and ease of assembly. Also
it gives the freedom to explore various possibilities of arrangement of the
modules. Moreover, it helped to adjust the minor differences between the
modules as each module was made on the wheel by hands. The partition
system was installed between two spaces at the artisan’s house.

“ Mansi ben, Priyanka, Aarohee sathe kaam karwama bauj majja aai ane aa je bey divas no program
hato ema hamne marketing, design, technology na baara ma janwa maliyu je hamne khub kaam aavse
bhavishya ma. “
I enjoyed working with Mansi, Priyanka and Aarohee in Gundiyali. The training session of two days were
very beneficial for us. We got to know about marketing, design and technology.
								
		
-Abdulla Daud Kumbhar
“ Hame 50 saal ho gae maati kaam me par aapke jaisi madad kisine nahi ki. Hum shukriya ada karte hai ki
aapse hamari pehchaan hui aur hame mauka mila yaha aane ka. “

Interview of artisans by Media

Its been around 50 years I am practising pottery work but for the first time I am coming across an
organisation who has helped us in this manner. I am thankful for inviting us here.
								

		

-Yakub Hussain Kumbhar

“ Design presentation ma je chitra hamne bataya gaya, India ane Out country na kaam bataya, ena thi
hamne khabar padi k agar export karwu hoy toh quality pan export jevi hovi joiye. “
We saw pictures of products from India and from other countries of the world in Design presentation.
We followed that to export our products, the quality should be the finest.

Visit to Clay Club

Visit to Craftroots

							

		

-Ali Mohammad Daud Kumbhar

“ Hun aa organisation ne dhanyavaad kehva maangu chu k emne hame badha ne ahiya bolaya. Internet
vishay je mahiti aapva ma aavi hati ae bauj agatya ni hati ane hamne aagad kaam ma aavani che. “
The information regarding internet and technology was very important for us and is going to help us
in future. I thank the organisation for inviting us to the exposure session.
-Iqbal Abdulla Kumbhar

Post Training Activities- IMIAD Workshop
‘conversation with crafts’
Visit to Fab India
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The terracotta craftspeople of Gundiyali were invited to participate in the International IMIAD
Workshop 2015 ‘Conversation with Crafts’ to enable ‘craft design innovation’ exposure to more
number of craftspeople. The primary intenton of this workshop was to bring diverse voices into
curatorial and craft- design processes and to develop Innovative prototypes through collective
knowledge of craftspeople and design participants.
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